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The Pine Press
Crushed It!
On Wednesday, February 22nd, the women of Delta Delta Delta gathered at
the Hourglass for the spring semester’s Crush party.
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A Letter from the Editor
Hello ladies!
As your new editor, I
believe an introduction is
in order. As of this
January, I’ve taken over
the Gamma Sigma
Alumnae Correspondent
position formerly held by
Megan Leo, and I’m so
excited to be filling you in
on all that’s going on with
our chapter.
A little about myself:
I’m a sophomore from
Syracuse, NY, double
majoring in English and
International Relations.
On campus, I’m also the
VP of the Newman
Community and an
editorial intern for the
Colgate Scene.
As always, if you have
any questions, comments,
or concerns, please reach
out to me through gmail at
“colgatedeltaalumni,” or
my personal email,
bdelaney@colgate.edu.

Top Left: (left to right) Claire
Lashinger ’18, Stephanie Kley ’18, Lien
Caputo ’18, Maeve Daley ’19, and
Claire Sharpe ’19

Top Right: Julia Klein ’19 smiles
between two Delta dates.

Bottom Right: Julia Cooper ’17, Sonya
Dexter ’18, Sydney Schultz ’19, and
Marie Benton ’18 pose for a photo with
their club Frisbee teammates.

Delta Love,
Brianna Delaney ’19
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Philanthropy Update
In addition to supporting Tri Delta’s long-standing
partnership with St. Jude, this month our Delta sisters found
philanthropy opportunities right here on campus!
Colgate Tri Delta paired with Delta Upsilon on Friday,
February 17th to co-sponsor the fraternity’s 3-on-3 charity
basketball tournament. All proceeds from the event
supported Peace Payers International, an organization
dedicated to solving the issues of discrimination and
prejudice in international conflict areas through sport.
Kat Bynon ’19, the Gamma Sigma Philanthropy Chair,
organized the collaboration. “I thought it was a wonderful
project to invest our chapter’s time and efforts in because it
teaches kids the ability to work together with those who are
different from themselves,” she said. “Plus, just like our
philanthropy for St. Jude, Peace Players works towards
helping children!”
Deltas also attended the February 3rd Greek Challenge
Autism Awareness game, as well as February 15’s “Blue for
Q” LGBTQ Awareness basketball game.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Deltas in Dallas
Five Gamma Sigma officers attended Tri Delta’s annual
Collegiate Leadership Conference in Dallas, Texas.
The Gamma Sigma chapter recently sent five
representatives to the February 24th CLC to learn how
better to “Live, Learn, and Lead.” These women joined
other Delta officers from more than 50 chapters
nationwide, all participating in two days of discussion
regarding issues, including confidence building,
inclusivity, and sexual assault prevention.
One attendee, New Member Educator Assistant
Chelsea McManus ’19, said of the experience, “It was
great to meet girls in other chapters from all across the
nation, as well as learn about the way they run things and
the events they put on.”
L to R: Claire Lashinger ’18, Aly Rackson ’18,
Aly Rackson, Vice President of Membership, added,
Stephanie Kley ’18, Kat Bynon ’19, and
“Attending the conference was an honor, and we all came
Chelsea McManus ’19
back with an even greater appreciation for Tri Delta.”
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Alumni News
Want to report a graduation? New job? Marriage or engagement? Send in your news, and we’ll
share it with your Delta sisters!
Plus, please let me know if you’d be interested in appearing in a “Where Are They Now?”
column detailing what you’ve been up to since graduation. We’ll be featuring these profiles in
the Pine Press and at chapter to give sisters an idea of what life looks like after Colgate.

Stay in Touch!
Connect with our social media for more updates on Gamma Sigma sisterhood!

Have a Facebook? Check out our page:
“Delta Delta Delta Colgate University.”
We’re on Instagram and Twitter, too!
Follow us at ColgateTriDelta.

